Directions

When approaching Bellingham from the north or south on Interstate 5, take Exit #252, marked Samish Way and WWU, turn west onto Samish Way and follow the signs to Bill McDonald Parkway and the University campus.

**Parking Directions**, call (360) 650-2945 or visit the Visitor Information Center in the Campus Services Building at 2001 Bill McDonald Parkway. Visitor parking permits are available in kiosks in parking lots. See Parking Map at [wwu.edu/campusmaps/](http://wwu.edu/campusmaps/).

**Sculpture Collection**

A [Rain Forest, James McDonald] [not on view]
B [Untitled (Box), Donald Judd] [not on view]
C [Morris, Magdalena Abakanowicz]
D [Granitata, John Kohler]
E [Untitled (Steam Work for Bellingham), Robert Morris]
F [Stone Enclosure: Rock Rings, Nancy Holt]
G [Cause and Effect, Do Ho Suh]
H [Stadium Piece, Bruce Nauman]
I [Offshoot and Diversified, Cris Bruch]
J [Normanna Column, Beverly Pepper]
K [Normanna Wedge, Beverly Pepper]
L [Reefs of Strength, Tom Otterness]
M [Two-Part Change, Right Angle Version (a Pair), Scott Burton]
N [Log Ramps, Lloyd Hamrol]
O [Wright's Triangle, Richard Serra]
Q [Western Gallery]
R [Clover, Gary Hill]
S [The Islands of the Rosaline Tree Surrounded by the Oceans of the World for You, On My Darling, Alice Aycock]
U [Lifted Conical Depression, Muna Webster [not on view]]
V [Untitled, Joel Shapiro [not on view]]
W [Frank X. Nikola Westland Rosen]
X [Lunar Drift, Rebecca Cummins and Paul Delarue]
Y [My View, Sculpture, Isamu Noguchi]
Z [Scape, Steve Tilblitts]
AA [India, Anthony Carro]
BB [Wall Reliefs, Norman Warsinke]
CC [The Man Who Died to Hunt Cougars for Beauty, Robert Rriver]
DD [Curve / Diagonal, Robert Makake]
EE [For Handful, Mark di Suvero]
FF [Things Are Seldom What They Seem 1970-1976, C.A. Scott]
GG [Middle Fork, Claude Zervas]
HH [Boy View Station, George Trakas]
II [Minnow, Mark di Suvero]
JJ [Alphabet Cube, Fred Rassett]
KK [Rigger Big Choir, David Ireland]
**EMERGENCY TELEPHONES**
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